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The perfect SAME-DAY
chairside solution for

DIGITAL DENTISTRY.

COMPACT, POWERFUL,
AND ACCURATE, ready

to print right out of the box.

Embrace SOL for your
DENTAL WORKFLOW
today, and start creating

smiles for the future. 



PRODUCT FEATURES

54 LEDs calibrated for extra
curing consistency

150+ Prevalidated
Materials

Selective curing Extended 
accuracy and lifespan

49µm pixel-size Super
smooth surface finish

Instant access to
resin updates



APPLICATIONS

Gingiva
6 per print

60 min

IBT
6 per print

51 min

Dental Model
3 per print

54 min

Denture Teeth
3 per print

56 min

Castable Crown
45 per print
1h 25 min

Impression Tray
6 per print
3h 37 min

Surgical Guide
10 per print

53 min

Denture Base
3 per print
1h 51 min

Temporary Crown
45 per print

51 min

Splint
3 per print
2h 07 min

The printing times and pieces per print are obtained using the Large Build Platform and the optimal settings 
for our CURO resin range.



LCD 3D Printers

Same-day chairside dental 3D printers for 
digital dentistry. Ackuretta's easy-to-use 
printers support consistent, high-quality 

prints for dental professionals.

Finishing Kit

Enhance your 3D printed dental 
applications with the Ackuretta 

Finishing Kit. Clean and cure your prints 
to ensure safe and ready-to-use 

outcomes that are professional-grade.

3D Printing Resins

Ackuretta offers a complete and versatile portfolio 
of CURO resins specially designed for dental 

applications which deliver high-strength, durable 
prints for enhanced patient comfort.

Proprietary Software

ALPHA AI is the most intuitive 
dental-focused AI-driven 3D 

slicing software on the market.

Dental clinics and labs now have the tools to effortlessly 3D print end-product 
restorations chairside with increased efficiency, and at a reduced cost. 
Ackuretta offers a validated all-in-one biocompatible solution that includes 
hardware, software, finishing solutions, resins, training resources, and 
documentation that will enable you to complete your prints in a single day.

ACKURETTA 
3D PRINTING 

SOLUTION
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